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From the best-selling author ofKindling Flames, comes a boxed set of the first 3 full-lengthKindling Flames books. This boxed set includes exclusive bonus content and offers
the reader a discount over purchasing each novel individually.
*** Bonus Short Story Included ***

The Ancient Fire Series (Also known as the Kindling Flames Novels) is a paranormal romance saga with over 2,300 five-star reviews on Goodreads. Dive into a series filled with
sexy vampires, werewolves, shifters, Fae folk, and more. Science fiction and urban fantasy romance lovers unite because this series has seven exciting books that readers have
compared to other popular vampire romance novels such as: A Shade of Vampire Series by Bella Forest, the Immortals After Dark Series by Kresley Cole, The Sookie Steakhouse
Novels (True Blood) by Charlaine Harris, The Twilight Saga by Stephenie Meyer, The Vampire Academy by Richelle Mead, and The Black Dagger Brotherhood Series by J.R.
Ward.
BOOK ONE-

Kindling Flames: Gathering Tinder
After landing a job as assistant to a handsome CEO, Victoria Westernly feels like her life is finally on the right track. But when she discovers her new boss is the city's most
powerful vampire, she'll have to decide whether her attraction to him is worth the risk…
BOOK TWO-
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Kindling Flames: Flying Sparks
When Vicky becomes the target of a serial arsonist plaguing the city, Darien calls on the supernatural community to help. Pulling the creatures of the night together to
cooperate on any project is troublesome at the best of times. The fact that the one responsible for the city's woes is a being of fire and magic leads the reluctant groups to a truce
that makes Vicky start to think that her job might be a bit more than one normal human can handle.
BOOK THREE-

Kindling Flames: Smoke Rising
Is there such a thing as a normal life when you live with an ancient vampire and a temperamental hellhound? Victoria Westernly was just starting to think so. With Samhain just
around the corner and the promise of a Halloween Ball, her life was looking good. Even the addition of a new master vampire couldn't bring her down. When Victoria and
Darien become the victims of a series of unfortunate accidents, they know something's up. Where there's smoke, there's fire. But, the question is… who is burning what?
BONUS CONTENT-

Kindling Flames Short Story- First Kiss
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